Binary pulsars are an important target for radio surveys because they present a natural laboratory for a wide range of astrophysics for example testing general relativity, including detection of gravitational waves. The orbital motion of a pulsar which is locked in a binary system causes a frequency shift (a Doppler shift) in their normally very periodic pulse emissions. These shifts cause a reduction in the sensitivity of traditional periodicity searches. To correct this smearing Ransom [2001], Ransom et al. [2002] developed the Fourier domain acceleration search (FDAS) which uses a matched filtering technique. This method is however limited to a constant pulsar acceleration. Therefore, Andersen and Ransom [2018] broadened the Fourier domain acceleration search to account also for a linear change in the acceleration by implementing the Fourier domain "jerk" search into the PRESTO software package. This extension increases the number of matched filters used significantly. We have implemented the Fourier domain "jerk" search (JERK) on GPUs using CUDA. We have achieved 90x performance increase when compared to the parallel implementation of JERK in PRESTO. This work is part of the AstroAccelerate project Armour et al.
Introduction
Binary pulsars represent examples of some of the most extreme physics in our Universe. These binary systems are natural laboratories for tests of a wide range of astrophysics, from tests of general relativity, including gravitational waves, to tests of equations of state of the matter from which pulsars are made of. However, detection of these pulsars proves to be hard and computationally expensive. The orbital motion of a pulsar which is locked in a binary system causes a frequency shift (a Doppler shift) in the pulsar's normally very periodic pulse emissions. This shift results in a reduction in the sensitivity of traditional periodicity searchers which use the Fourier transform to pick up periodic components in the signal. When the Doppler shifted signal is Fourier transformed the power of the pulsar is smeared into surrounding frequency bins which makes subsequent detection much harder.
To correct for this smearing, Ransom [2001] , Ransom et al. [2002] developed the Fourier domain acceleration search (FDAS) which reduces the smearing by applying a special set of matched filters. However, this approach is limited to constant accelerations, therefore Andersen and Ransom [2018] expanded this method to account for a linearly changing acceleration, or a constant orbital jerk, of the pulsar. The jerk search increases the number of matched filters used significantly when compared to FDAS. This was implemented into a de-facto software package for processing timedomain radio astronomy data called PRESTO [Ransom, 2011] . We have implemented a GPU version of the 'jerk' search for NVIDIA GPUs using CUDA. This work is based on our previous work on FDAS by Dimoudi et al. [2018] and Adámek et al. [2017] , where we have used a custom implementation of the FFT algorithm which uses GPU shared memory present on NVIDIA GPUs. This has been is incorporated into AstroAccelerate which also contains other commonly used signal processing algorithms such as de-dispersion [Armour et al., 2012] and single pulse search [Adámek and Armour, 2019 ].
Implementation
Our implementation of the 'jerk' search expands on our implementation of the FDAS technique, where we have used the overlap-and-save method (shown in Figure 1 ) to calculate one-dimensional convolutions which uses a shared memory (fastest memory available on NVIDIA GPUs) implementation of the FFT algorithm. This allows us to bypass accesses to the device memory (slowest memory present on the GPU), achieving significant improvements in performance when calculating convolutions. The achieved performance increase depends on the convolution filter length. For filter lengths used in the jerk search, the convolution calculation can be up to 3× faster than a standard convolution implementation using the NVIDIA cuFFT library for the FFT algorithm. This technique is described in further detail in Adámek and Armour [2019] .
In the 'jerk' search technique, each filter fits a specific Fourier response for a given first frequency derivative z =ḟ T 2 and second frequency derivative w =ż =f T 3 . The number of filters used in the 'jerk' search is greatly increased when compared to the standard Fourier domain acceleration search. In effect jerk searches can be 40 × −80× larger than FDAS searches, depending on sensitivity. This could mean processing as much as 400 GB of data for every 10 minute observation. The jerk search is depicted in Figure 2 which demonstrates the jerk search size compared to FDAS. Where FDAS requires only one set of filters, the jerk search requires the same number of filters for for every value of linear change in acceleration searched.
Results
The results presented here are for the matched filtering part of the 'jerk' search technique with candidate selection. The candidate selection involves calculation of the mean and standard deviation and a peak-finding algorithm which selects only peaks which are above some user specified threshold. The execution time of the harmonic sum, which improves results of the Fourier search techniques is not included in our results. The harmonic sum is at least as computationally expensive as the matched filtering part of the jerk search algorithm.
For comparison of execution time we have used the NVIDIA Titan V GPU and Intel CPU i7-4770K 3.5GHz. For the CPU version of the 'jerk' search we have used the implementation in PRESTO. The CPU version of the 'jerk' search was run with four threads which was the fastest configuration we have found. A comparison of the execution time of PRESTO with AstroAccelerate is shown in Figure 3 (left). We have also included the execution time of the 'jerk' search which uses the calculation of the convolution based on the NVIDIA cuFFT library. The breakdown of the 'jerk' search execution time to individual components is shown in Figure 3 (right). This shows that the calculation of mean and standard deviation along with candidate selection dominate our jerk search implementation.
Compared to the parallel version of PRESTO our GPU implementation on the NVIDIA Titan V GPU is almost 90× faster. We see that the calculation of the convolution is only 20% of the total execution time. Thus, future work will focus on the performance of candidate selection and statistics calculations.
Conclusion
We have implemented the jerk search on NVIDIA GPUs using CUDA. Our implementation is almost 90× faster than the CPU version of the jerk search implemented in PRESTO when tested on a typical desktop CPU. This work is part of the AstroAccelerate package .
